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It has been another busy, full week in School and it now seems rather
a long time ago since the beginning of the academic year!
This morning has been particularly buzzy as we have held the first of
our Open Mornings and our Y6 pupils have shown around prospective
families with great diligence. Indeed, as I have said before, the boys
and girls are our best ambassadors and a special mention goes to Leo,
Orla, Maggie, Henry and Amaara as we received excellent feedback
from their guests. We take pride in the children’s manners and we
received many comments this morning about the politeness shown by
the boys and girls.
In our assembly on Monday morning, we talked about taking a risk in
our learning (TAR Moment). We actively encourage the boys and girls
to have a TAR Moment and to understand that they may surprise
themselves in what they can achieve but also to realise that excellent
learning can take place when things do not go as well as can be
expected. This approach helps the boys and girls to realise that it is

OK to be wrong, to move away from perfection and helping to build
resilience in the process.
We also spent some time looking at the School Aims this week in
assembly and I was incredibly impressed with the quality and range of
responses when we delved into the meaning of the first of our school
aims as listed below. I have enjoyed having lunch with Head Pupil,
Amaara and Deputy Head Pupils, Eddie and Ellie, on Wednesday and
with the School Council Officers, Leo (Chair), Finlie (Secretary),
Maggie and Zoe on Tuesday when a further three aims were discussed.
Again, the pupils showed such maturity and interest and the overriding
feeling is that our School Aims are fit for purpose!


To provide an outstanding all-round education.



To equip pupils with the qualities and skills required in school and
beyond.



To recognise and utilise all our pupils’ talents whether academic,
sporting, musical or others.



To ensure that all children – whatever their ability - achieve their full
potential.



To develop in our children a real thirst for learning.



To transmit strong traditional moral values based on our school’s
family-based ethos.



To provide a warm, safe and caring environment that enables all
children to thrive.
These lunches with pupils provide a further opportunity for the boys
and girls to have a ‘voice’ in what happens in School and also to measure
how they are feeling about School life in general. The lunch with the
Head Pupil and her Deputies was made all the better by the gorgeous
pudding crafted by Mrs De Mel. What a treat, decorated with bees
and white chocolate honeycomb, my mouth is watering as I write!
Thank you very much.
I have seen some excellent work this week and the ‘Big Red Staircase’
has been busy with visitors from most year groups. It is difficult to
believe that our Reception pupils have been in School for such a short
amount of time and yet they are already writing! I have enjoyed
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hearing some pupils from Y1 read and the new reading scheme books
are proving very popular indeed.
I look forward to seeing some of you tomorrow for the U9A Football
Tournament and the U11A-B Netball Tournament. Additionally, we are
expecting our Open Morning to be very busy and our thanks go to Prep
pupils who will be attending to help showcase the School. We know
that you will do a good job. Thank you.
Finally, my thanks go to Sofia, Y2, for her beautiful letter written on
proper paper. It made my day and I am so pleased that you think that
I am the ‘best Head Teacher ever’, Sofia.
Mrs Whittingham

This afternoon the following Commendations and Awards were presented during Assembly:
Commendations
Harry (Y6) for excellent interview practice with Mr Rickman (Governor)
Leo (Y6) for excellent interview practice with Mr Rickman (Governor)
Lilian (Y2) for an excellent diary using conjunctions
Chloe (Y2) for an excellent diary using conjunctions
Poppy (Y2) for an excellent diary using conjunctions
Ethan (Y3) – For excellent independent Maths work
Edward (Y3) – For excellent independent Maths work
Cutlery Award
Greyson (Y4) – For having such lovely manners
Otis (Y2) – For having lovely manners
Buzzy Bee Learner
Eli (Y3) – For asking inquisitive questions on the school trip
Stephanie (Y3) – For asking inquisitive questions on the Butser trip
Green Award
Isla (Y1) for picking up litter unprompted at playtime
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Do it Yourself
Flora (Y4) for working well independently in English
Heidi (Y5) for working well independently in English
Kindness Bucket
Theo (Y2) for being so caring towards his baby sister, Cecily
Anaiah (Y1) for helpfulness after Art Club
Eddie (Y6) for looking after Grayson when he was hurt
Bella (Y6) for looking after Grayson when he was hurt
Harry (Y6) for looking after Grayson when he was hurt
Pull it Out the Bag
Clara (Y2) for amazing progress when comparing numbers this week
Theo (Y2) for excellent work comparing numbers in Maths
India (Y2) for fantastic effort with her reading
Scarlett (Y2) for an amazing first full week of School
Take a Risk
Ken (YR) for taking a risk when copying his letters
Ben (Y2) for always having a go at answering questions
True Friend Band
Oscar (YR) for being so helpful and kind to his friends
Elise (Y2) for always being kind to others
True Grit
Cordelia (Y5) for solving an almost impossible Maths question
Hannah (Y6) for applying previous learning to a hard comprehension paper
Personal Best
Florence (Y5) for an excellent piece of Philosophy homework
Arthur (Y2) for using conjunctions in his diary writing
Summer Scrapbook
Chloe (Y4) for an excellent summer scrapbook

NOTES FROM MRS MITCHELL – DEPUTY HEAD
It has been an incredibly busy week with fixtures, an Open Morning and various workshops and
assemblies. A special thank you to Mrs Beach, Head of English, Mrs Brown, Head of Maths and
Mrs Longbottom, Head of Science for delivering a workshop to Prep parents explaining the core
subject curriculum at St. Hilary’s.
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Next week we will be holding the we are delighted to invite you to School on Wednesday 5th
October, to see how the Personal, Social, Citizenship, and Health and Economic Wellbeing
(PSCHE) and Relationship and Sex (RSE) aspects of our curriculum are delivered at St Hilary’s.
We are delighted to welcome Laura White from ‘It Happens…Let’s Talk About It’ as our guest
speaker. Laura brings a wealth of knowledge and experience of working with young people in
schools pastorally, academically and digitally. She will be sharing with parents a talk on ‘Positive
RSHE at home… top tips for brilliant conversations.’
The ultimate goal of statutory RSE is to enable all adults to work together, whatever the age
of the child, in school and at home, to enable and improve conversations about these important
topics. However, we understand that some parents may feel unsure of how to support their child.
We hope that this inclusive session, will provide parents with increased confidence and
knowledge in approaching conversations at home.
Laura will be modelling correct terminology and offering ideas for approaching topics in a safe
and age-appropriate way including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Early education
What to talk about and when
Approaching these topics
Big questions
Tips for sensitive issues
Q&A and signposting

The evening will begin at 6.30 p.m. and finish at 8.15 p.m. and light refreshments will be available.
If you would like to come along, please do sign up using the ‘forms’ link on the recent
communication. A pre-session survey has also been sent out that you may wish to complete. We
believe this will be a very informative evening and look forward to seeing you.
On Monday, we were thrilled to welcome last year’s Year 6 back to school for an evening BBQ.
We are so pleased that they have all settled so well into their Senior Schools. As well as having
lifelong friends from St. Hilary’s they are all embracing their new adventure and learning
journeys in Year 7.
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On Tuesday, we celebrated the recent outstanding LAMDA results. Every child who took part
in these examinations received a Distinction. This is no mean feat and we are very proud of
each and every one of them. Congratulations to Ms Huckle and Mrs Tomson who have taught,
supported and encouraged our boys and girls.

In assembly and in School Council we have been reflecting on our School Aims. There was indeed
a huge amount of discussion surrounding this, at St. Hilary’s we ‘equip our pupils with the qualities
and skills required in school and beyond.’ I was incredibly impressed with the feedback, depth
of understanding and vocabulary the boys and girls used. ‘Inclusivity, mindfulness, creativity,
kindness, teamwork and…a knowledge of digital literacy! Wow!’

Today, we celebrated the Founder of St Hilary's School, Miss Hiorns’ Birthday. We also
recognised World Heart Day and every child had a special ‘heart birthday cup cake.’ This year
our theme has been centred around promoting awareness of Education for Social Responsibility
(ESR). Mrs Ranger, organised a wonderful afternoon of activities for all of our boys and girls
across the school to look at the 17 Sustainable Development Goals which were set by world
leaders in 2015.
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Next week, Year 5 have their class assembly on Tuesday morning. All Year 5 parents and family
members are very welcome to attend. Year 5 and 6 will be taking part in a Henry VIII workshop
in the afternoon and will also be attending Watts Gallery on Thursday morning. Year 5 are
visiting Winchester Science museum on Wednesday. We are also looking forward to our Poetry
Recital afternoon recognising World Poetry Day on Thursday. Another busy week!
Mrs Mitchell

PRE-PREP NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
The children in Year 1 are well into their stride and have enjoyed another week of activity and
learning. In English, the boys and girls learnt how time connectives can show the order of events
and they sequenced the stage of our recent trip to Busbridge park. The children also discovered
more sounds through Animaphonics, including ‘m’ and ‘e’.
In Maths, the children have been discovering how to represent a number of objects as well as
comparing numbers. The boys and girls looked at a map of the local area before marking the
route they took to Busbridge park. They also drew their own routes from school to the park. As
part of our ongoing Science topic on ‘Ourselves’, the children investigated the sense of smell.
They enjoyed closing their eyes and inhaling all sorts of aromas, including air freshener and
orange. In French the boys and girls have continued to learn the parts of the body and enjoyed
singing the French version of ‘Heads, shoulders, knees and toes’. In Art, the children got their
hands dirty when they used clay to form faces in the style of Pablo Picasso. Outside, the boys
and girls were very excited about putting on their boots to practise their football skills. The
week ended with a celebration of Miss Hiorns, the founder of St Hilary’s and the children
enjoyed supporting the chosen charity of The World Heart Federation.
As the weather is now turning colder, could you please make sure that your child has a jumper
or cardigan as well as their school coat?
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Year 2 have really enjoyed their Maths lessons this week as we continue to focus on place value,
comparing numbers using the appropriate signs, ordering numbers and partitioning numbers to
support addition of 2 digit numbers. They have truly impressed us with their desire to learn
using a range of concrete resources, such as dienes and Numicon to support their practical
understanding. Also with their knowledge when moving on to some written challenges. Well done
Year 2.
In English lessons this week we have been learning all about conjunctions and how these can be
used to extend and add interest to our written sentences. Imagining that they were the
character Anansi, from ‘Anansi and the Golden Pot’, the boys and girls created their own diary
entries, using conjunctions to join together their sentences as well as putting into practise their
use of accurate punctuation and adjectives.
Our daily phonics sessions continue to be really interactive, giving the children the opportunity
to practise the week’s sound. This week we have been looking at g making the ‘j’ sound. The
children have been sorting this sound, writing dictated sentences with words including this sound
and completing funny word challenges with the ‘j’ sound.
We are continuing to explore our topic ‘Amazing Africa’ and this week we have been learning all
about Kenya. The children have used atlases to locate Kenya and to find out which ocean and
countries are closest to this African country. They have used their map skills to pinpoint the
capital city Nairobi, Mount Kenya and other geographical landmarks to create a Passport to
Kenya.
Excitement levels continue to grow in DT as Year 2 look forward to making their own biscuits,
but we have lots of work to do before baking day! This week we played the logo game and found
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that a simple letter or design can represent a company or product – the golden arches of
McDonalds were pointed out quickly, as was the Apple sign, Hello Kitty and Nike to name a few.
We then focussed on biscuit logos and the children searched their favourite logos and worked
hard to replicate these. Next week they will be designing their own biscuit logo.
Following two weeks of visiting speakers in our Enrichment lessons (a talk about Hedgehogs and
a talk from Andy Robertshaw, a War Horse speaker) the children enjoyed some whole year team
building games outside on the lawn – using the large parachute to work and play together.

EYFS NOTES FROM MRS HILLERY
Nursery
This week has been green week in the Garden Room and we have been looking at frogs, making a
messy swamp for them to hop around in, which the children really enjoyed. We have also
decorated pictures of frogs using tissue paper in different shades of green! To end our week,
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we have of course been celebrating Miss Hiorns’ day with yummy cupcakes and have been getting
creative by making a globe and handprint painting to celebrate our global goals in school.

Kindergarten
Some of us enjoyed our first session in the gym this week, we warmed up with the bean and dice
game.  We were also lucky enough to have a go on the equipment practicing our balancing and
bunny hops! During Music with Mrs Wood on Monday, we had a lovely treat when the older
children joined us with their guitars, the children loved listening and joining in with them. We
have continued enjoying the nursery rhyme Old MacDonald this week and the children had a go
at free painting different farm animals. On Friday we all enjoyed celebrating Miss Hiorns’ day,
the children made beautiful class posters and enjoyed a delicious cupcake!
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Reception
Reception children are getting used to the routines of our timetable. They all seem to love
coming to school and have fun in all of our subjects in class and with our specialist teachers. We
have enjoyed our French this week with Madame Hall and coloured the French flag.
In Literacy, we continued writing about our topic “All about me”. We read What makes me a Me
by Ben Faulks and David Tazzyman, and all could confidently tell each other what makes them
so special. “Swim as fast as my dad”. “Swing as high as Spiderman” and “Sing like a Superstar”
were some of their comments. We chose a keyword to write or to trace. Some children copied
a short sentence from the white board. We also labelled a family picture with the words like
brother, sister, mummy and daddy. We have been practising writing the letters “S” in cursive
handwriting.
In Maths we worked on repeating patterns. We used Unifix cubes to create patterns with 2(AB) or 3(ABC) colours, or even using a colour twice (AABB). We also created pattern with
objects as cars, pencils, gems and autumnal objects on the interactive whiteboard. There was
lots of teamwork going on and children offering their help to others when it was tricky. Very
kind!

Mrs Hillery
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CELEBRATIONS
The following boys and girls were proud to be awarded a certificate for Pupil of the
Week:
RCH – Ada – For always thoroughly enjoying your learning
RER – Guy – For amazing participation in Maths
1GS – Bridget – For greater independence and excellent effort
1H – Alice – Excellent work comparing numbers
2B – Ollie – For trying his best and sharing his thinking in Maths
2E – Andrey – For outstanding effort and a consistently positive attitude towards his work
2H – Daisy – For exceptional work in Maths

CURRICULUM INFORMATION
ART
The Art Room is buzzing this term with creativity and we are looking forward to some
spectacular displays of artwork. Pupils in Art Scholarship Club are busy creating final pieces to
take to interviews alongside impressive experimental sketchbooks.
Year 6, are due to visit Watts Gallery next Thursday, where they will view a range of important
works and take part in a fun, Gesso tile making workshop. Pupils in Year 6 are now hard at work
designing exciting pieces for their Transform Project. We cannot wait to see all of the work
exhibited in our Year 6 celebration of artwork, on Tuesday 28th February.
Year 5, have been looking at the cubist art movement and have completed some detailed drawings
of musical instruments. They are now using their images to create their own Picasso inspired
painting.
Year 4, have been studying the contemporary, Cornish, landscape artist, Kurt Jackson. They
were amazed to see the scale of his paintings and the different techniques that can be achieved
using a pallet knife. Pupils have also explored colour mixing with a limited pallet to great effect.
Year 3, have produced some stunning observational drawings of old fashioned bottles using
charcoal. Pupils are now able to portray areas of dark, mid and light tone with ease, standing
them in good stead for future projects.
Year 2, have had lots of fun painting beautiful Aboriginal inspired butterflies on black paper.
Year 1, have already completed a fun project exploring mark making, now on display in the Pepper
Pot. They are about to embark on making Picasso inspired clay heads, which should be great fun!
Miss Brooker
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SPORTS NEWS
We had a wonderful afternoon at Guildford High School on Friday, taking 23 pupils to compete
in the Aquathlon. The Aquathlon is a multisport event that consists of continuous swimming and
running elements meaning that the pupils would compete in a swim, run straight out of the pool
to put their trainers on and then do their run around Stoke Park – lots of fun!
The pupils were very excited on the minibus - some were seasoned pros having competed in this
event in previous years, and some pupils were new to the event but excited to give it a go. The
weather was surprisingly kind to us having been non-stop rain in the morning. Every pupil gave
their all in this event and we were very proud of them. The results were:
Bronze Event

Silver Event

Gold Event

Year 3
Jocelyn C – 2nd place
Dora M – 4th Place
Darcie P – 5th Place
Grace W – 12th Place

Year 4
Willow H – 3rd Place
Lexi W – 4th Place

Year 5
Amaya H – 11th Place

Year 4
Ella S – 2nd Place
Matilda M – 3rd Place
Flora W – 6th Place
Elisabeth M – 21st
Year 5
Scarlett H - 3rd Place
Rose G – 4th Place

Year 5
Chloe E – 12th

Year 6
Pip P – 8th Place
Emily H – 17th
Ruby L – 21st

Year 6
Bella W – 1st Place
Martha W – 5th Place
Lydia M – 6th Place
Amelia H – 14th Place
Hannah H – 15th Place
Lexie J – 17th Place

In other sporting news, fixtures were rolling in thick and fast this week, with our U11 boys
heading over to ACS Cobham for a mini tournament including RGS Prep. Our boys were brilliant
on the day and came out with 2 wins and 2 draws. What a start to the campaign! Special
mention goes to George who was fearless in defence, putting his body on the line at all costs.
No surprise he had a few bruised toes the next morning. That didn’t stop him playing in the
U11s matches the following day against Barfield Prep. Our B team won their match with our A’s
just missing out on the victory. Thanks to our captain Eddie for a fine leadership performance.
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Our U9 A and B teams set their fixture season off with a bang in a round of wins vs Barfield
on Thursday. I lost count of the number of goals scored in the end, but there were headers,
volleys, strikes from distance; just fantastic football. Well done to both teams, a real force to
be reckoned with on the sporting front.

Mr Don-Carolis & Mrs Lovesey
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WEEK’S MENU FOR w/c 3rd October
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